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he wrote has been ever proven untrue. One thing, for instance, Moses

tells here in Genersis about iis ancestors, 400 years before, living in Palestine,

and how they went to Do... 5 3/k..., and how they went to Hebron, and they went to

Jerusalem, and they went to these different cities, he names maybe twenty cities

in Genesis. Well, now, later on in the Bible, the may be thirty other cities

named that aren't named in Genesis, and we now from Archeology are able to examine

these cities and to kn when they were conquered, and every city that is named

in Genesis we have found evidence, was founded before the time of Abraham, that is

kOO years before Moses. Every city that is mentioned in Genesis, as being at that

time, was in existence, and there was not one that wasn't. Well, now if Moses had

made this up from his imagination, or from stories people told him whthch might

have been erroneous, why, it would be very strange, if he didn't in one case, at

least, give some recent city that hadn't been there before. You see that is just

one. There are a dozen evidences of that type. Yes? (about discrepancies coming

in in such a length of time) )7AAM: Yes, there could easily have been

mistakes if it wasn't for the Holy Spirit directing Moses, I would say there would

be sure to be mistakes, but there areso many places where we can check on it with

the advancement of...7... and find they are accurate, that gives us pretty good

evidence to think they weren't mistaken, to think the story is true, but certainly

otherwise, we would certainly expect mistakes. It would be very very strange if

there weren't. Questions Well, are there any archeological evidences of any miracles

that God performed to deliver the Israelites from the other nations. We know that

they are recorded in the Bible, but th re should be proof to back them up, like,

for instance, the Israelites crossing the Red Sea 7-AAM: Yes, Well, now

of course, a miracle like that is a wonderful thing that happened only once, and

the only kind of evidence we have would be somebody there on the ground, watching.

And the Bible tells us the observers tell' us what they saw, but we just don't have

other evidence bearing on it. We have nothing to disprove it. Question: Well,

for example like writing of another country, that would be non-religious writing,

just another record of the same thing. AAM: We have other records of the history,

showing their contacts with thther nations. We have a good many of those. There

are quite a number of very interesting evidences of that kind. Like the Bible tells
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